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Tuesday, October 22, 1974

cmdJQates for UNM President
,.Should· Be Ranked · Cottrell
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By GEORGE JOHNSON
• City Councillor Marion Cottrell, a member of the
search committee formed when UNM President Tom
Popejoy retired, said last week that he thinks the new
search committee should be allowed to 1·ank candidates
submitted to the Regents for a final choice.
He also said that Ferrel Heady was "probably not the
committee's first choice" for 'UNM President.
••Heady was on the list of five people we submitted
to the Regents," Cottrell said.
"We interviewed three candidates from out of
state-another couln 't come to be interviewed. At tllat
point the Regents decided we'd completed ourw.ork."
Cottrell, a UNM professor, said that Heady was on
the top of their list of "inside" candidates already
employed at UNM. He was on the Jist of five submitted
to the Regents as candidates for president.
When asked if Heady was the committee's first
choice of the five, Cottrell said "probably not."
uwe were not allowed to rank our choices but we
·made it clear how we felt in the report sent to the
·Regents," he said.
•
ur. feel the new ,earch committee should have the
privile(le of ranking the choices. The number one
choice wouldn't be binding on the Regents but would
serve to formalize th~ committee's decision."
Cottrell said it was possible.• that the Regents could
.
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not negotiate with the candidat~s the·. ~ommtttee
indicated a preference for in their report. ·
. ·
"I don't know what the mechanism they; used was,"
·
Cottrell said.
The Regents pr~sented a proposal for a new sear~h
. committee to the Faculty Policy Committee last
Wednesday. .
Several membe1·s of the committee objected t,.hat no
mechanism for ranking was provided and that the
administration would select faculty members. for the
committee,
The proposal differs from the guide.lines used by the
old search committee in several ways.
Although the Regents still have the final choice, they
would have to confer with the committee before
coming to decision.
The new commitfee wilJ have two Regents as vothig
members. Before they were there for liason purposes ·
only.
·
The new committee will ha'le two more alumni
re}>resent!llives, a GSA member and one less
administrator.
According to the proposal women and ethnic
minorities should be included Qn the se~·rch committee.
The Faculty Policy Committee is drafting an
alternate proposal and report on -it at their Wednesday
·
meeting.
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allocated for· UNM energy parallel to it. namesake river and
Tetearch propouls by the Board which takes . in 81 · part" of its
of .Educationid Finance (BEF) in parallel line most of the state's
ah effort to get New Me'xico hot sprines, mliy. ·one .day,
firmly planted on the energy map. aceording to pr;esent estimat~s'of
The money il a portion of a $2 its potential, be spotted by aeveral
million sum set aside by the BEF power plant.. · ,
tor its energy research program.
When ·approval comes for the
After the titst research go-round round of propouls submitted on ..
of state universities $900,000 of October 15,. _Fe1Cldl'ln ~.said he
the original figure remains that · ·expect. to .ee 'lnbJe m~ney 'given:·
the late sixties student war protestors fought with young npatriots" over whether
will be allocated to proposals ·to areu of eneriJ)',.tetearth outilde . · this llag in front of Johnson Gym should fly at half mast in honor of the dead in Viet
submitted on October 15 and to the acope . of the · natu:riiJ·· and
Nam. Now it -flies torn -to shreds by the wind1 good matertal for patches for
those which are submitted in physical scietices.;. areas -sucih ·as
somebody~ jeans.
April of next year. .
adminiittative. s~ructurer .tur-'
Director of the newly formed·
(Continued ·Otl page 8' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .m~~f'~t97('L:'YtiW,f'~~~t~--------------·
Energy Research Center, Karr
Feldman, ~aid ·the jntention of the
BEF program "is. to build up state
universities to a level of excellence
· in energy research, with the end
to the attention of the Board of the Board of Bar Examiners is
goal being a pool of New-Mexico
Bar Examiners and have asked included in the rules, which are
residents who are well equipped
them to take steps to recrify the available to anyone who asks for
By DANWILLIAMS
admissions. policy to the New discriminatory effect. Their them. Also included in the rules
to help in solving the state's
The reoont controversy over the Mexico Bar which Jimits the statement included questions · are the qualifications required of
energy prolllems and to asaist in
July,
197 4 NM Bar exam, number of minority group lawyers concerning the "secrecyu involved Bar examiners, methods of
the development of this state's
including
charges of "blatant licensed to practice in New in the· examination procedure. determining exam~ queitions,
considerable energy resources.
discrimination" and questions Mexico," the concerned group's Steve Herrera, one of those who methods of grading, a defined
'!New Mexico is bleued with conceming the validity of the test, statement said.
failed the exam, said he could not purpose of the examination, the
ample resources of more different_ has received the support of several
' Mike Sanchez, president of· the
subjects for examination, ahd ·
types of energy presently or groups of the UNM and Mexican-American Law Student
other rules including rule 33,
potentially usable by mat' than Albuquerque.communities.
.'
Association (MALSA) said he
AnaJu~•s·
which provides applicants with
Although the amount o·f could not say mcactly how the
T ~··
any other single area in the United
the right to have a personal
States," Feldman said.
· support elicited by the , exu!' is biase~ •. but h e · - - - - - - - - - - - - - conference with Bar examiners to
Among those resources 0 on trove rs y i.s . impres·sive questioned the vahd1ty . of the even firtd out who was on the discuss "general problems of
(Me'x.ioan·Atnerican .Law Student,~ dXam . as a means to determine Board of Bar Examine.rs and could
Feldman noted that New Mex~o Association, Black American Law ~ho is allowed to practice law in not find out '•why I flunked, what purposes, po1icies and procedures
of the examination," _
was first among . the states in Students· Association, NM' =-New Mexico.
. ·
I can do to pass, what criteria
Also, according to the Bar
uranium production, producing member1hip of • the ·National
Determining Capability
they use to decide, or even who rules, an successful fipplicant il!f, .
47 per cent of the uranium mines Lawyers JJuild, the Albuquerque
"I would like to see if the exam does the deciding,"
to be allowed to a reasortable
in this country.
blck community. NAACP, and actually ·measures what it is
According to the NM Supreme inspection of: (1) the questions
b
t
d
t
Court Rules goverrting Bar
Because of the altitude and the · o th er groups ), th
. . ey ·ave no . as suppose to measure,' Sane1tez examitters,. Bar examinations and on the examination; (2) the
usually cl~ar skies, New Me~ico is yet ~evealed exactly how the said 1111 would like to see Oif the
unsuccessful applicant's answers
.
exam fs. able to determine a admission to the Bar, the only 1to the questions; (3) a sample of a
also considered first in solar exam is biased.
The main argument of. the person~s capability to practice things secretive about the Bar ·Passing artswer for each question
potential.
•
gr~up
is that the exam is biased law • If they (The Board of Bar e"am are the con tents of the on . that exa,mination., Each
This state is lifth in natural gas
because
per cent of the Examiners) decide it is valid, I questions themselves, and the appJican t is allowed five tries to
reserves and sixth in petroleum minorities 70
who took the e"am would like to see theil' reporttu he criteria used to decide the pass the exam. Tht:• . Board will
resource!!. It is twe1fth among the· 1a1
~> 'Ied 1
't•
pass/fail cut-off point in the not, however, discuss individual
..
. •
sm'd.
states in coal reserves.
"The statistics show clearly
At a press conference on grading scale. ·
questions with an applicant.
NM Is Ripe
th a.t the New Mexico Bar October '1, the concerned group
·
List Exists .
But the rule most relevant to
(continued on page 2)
A list of current members of
New Mexico is also ripe with examirtation is resulting in an said they have brought the issue
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Snippets From Senate

sex, ~ligion or national origin."
·
' Thl' fact that 85 per cent of the
A~UNM D;~y .will be hl'ld this
include two tickl'ts for the George at 2 p.m. Wednesday instead of
the current situation i$ rule 32, non·minorities who took the July, Wedne$day, Oct. 23 from 11 a.m. Harrison Concert in Denver (only the usual evening meeting,
It will be in the· SUB Ballroom.
which calls fo~: periodic studies of 1974 Bar exam passed, and only to 4 p.m. on the Mall or in case of · concert tickets) as first prize. The
the exam by the Bar examiners. 30 per l.lent of the minorities who bad weather in the SUB Ballroom, second prize will be two tickets to
There are still some openb1gs
The rul!' reads, "A thO'rough $tUdy took it passed indicates that there
Events for that day include: an the Leo Kottke· Wendy Waldman
on ASUNM committees and
should be mpde of the Bar is a proble,m somewhere, but the open forum on the mall with concert.
.
examination results periodically problem has not been identified as Presiden't Gil Gonzale~; Vice
The featured band will be student representation to
to determine its effectiveness and yet, though many remedies ~ave President Ernesto Gomez, Swamproot, a country-western university committees.
For applications and
to discover def!'cts and suggest been suggested.
Senators, Executive Committee band, and this might be the last
improvem!'nts in the Jhr
The minorities feel that the h!'ads (Speakers, PEC, etc.), and Wednesday 99c dance as the information contllct the ASUNM
examination system."
problem exists in .admittance open houses by the ASA Gallery attendance problem has caused Student Gpvernment offices. on
th'e second floor of the SUB.
So far, the Board of Bar policies designed to .keep them and· KUNM. Also tables on the Mall money problems.
examiners has revealed no plan to out of the law prof!'ssion, while run by the organizations who get a
There will be a meeting of the
There is still a question of
look into the results of the July, some non-minorities fe!'J that share of the ASUNM funds of ASUNM Senate SteeringandRules
1974 examination.
bl'cause of a backlash effect, about $300,000, an open forum in Committee Tuesday night at 7 p.m. prioriti(!s in the Lobby Committee
Denies Rights
discrimination in favor of the Casa del Sol by the Union in the senate office upstairs in the according to soi:ne senators at the
last senate meeting.
Many of the concerned minority' groups is .resulting in Board concerning the SUB SUJ;I.
·
One solution suggested is the
minority representatives contend lower standards of preferential renovation and a senate meeting in
that the admission policies of thl' selection.
the SUB Ballroom.
Petitions for senate candidacy in placement of possible lobby
New Mexico Bar Association
'l'he problem is indeed a
At 8 p.m. will be the PEC the Nov, 13 Fall Election will be efforts on the fall election ballot
"!!ystematically and regularly ·serious one, and it is evident that Wednesday night dance in the available on ASUNM Day upstairs for students to vote on.
d~ny minority lflOUP la:wyers the until a ratioltal and fair remedy is Ballroom.
in the ASUNM Government Office
r1ght to pract1ce the1t chosen determined the situation could
on the second floor of the SUB.
Public Relations Committee will
meet in Rm, 231 of the SI.J B 5: 30 p.m.
profession."
.
.- unfortunat~ly result in an adver!!E!
The Popular Entertainment
Petitions require the signatures
Wed. ·
The ret~rt to th1s stateml'nt, competitive situation which could Committee will be selling tickets to and ID numbers of 7 5 students and
on!' that IS • stated by f!lany of be dangerous to all our visions of its Wednesday night dance at its are due on Oct. 30.
Senate Steering Comm wiU meet on
those who vtew thll requtrements total equality in justice and table on the·mall on ASUNM Day.
Thurs at 7 p,m, in Rm. 231 of the
.to
l!dmittancl'
to theselectwn,
bar. as 1s
.a h..::u::;.
m:::;a;;;n::w;:;"'l;;f;ar;,;e;,;·==========D=o=o=r=p=r=iz=e=s=fo=r=t=h="'=d=a=n=c=e=w=i=ll===T=h=e=A=S=U=N=M=s=e=n=a=te=m=e=e=t=in::g::::is==S=U=B=.==========--system
of preferential
~
that "the educational health of
the country, the public welfare,
and plain justice require th11t
appointments and promotions in
the l!Cademy lie determined solely
on the basis of competence rather
than by membership in any group;
that l!Cademic integrity ·requires
writing in its broadest sense, including
salary increases as you assume greater
Each year, NSA offers challenging career
that the best qualified person be
research,
writing,
editing,
illustrating,
layout
to
Liberal
Arts'
majors
through
opportunities
responsibility. NSA also is anxious to
appointed to a· post without
and reproduction
consideration of scholastically
p~rticipation in the Professional Qualification
stimulate your professional and intellectual
extraneous factors such as race,
• Programming- includes data systems
Test. This year, NSA has scheduled the PQT
growth in many ways, including intensive
program writing, and development of
.for Saturday, :-.:n\'<.>mlwr 23. Completion of this·
formal as well as on-the-job training.
mechanical and administrative procedures
Advanced study, if job related, is available,
Test by the Liberal Arts major is a prerequisite
to consideration for NSA employment.
at aoy of seven area universities and can be
• Cryptography.:..devcloping & logical proving
partially or wholly reimbursed through NSA
of new crypto-logic concepts
The Career Scene at NSA: The National
Fellowships
or other assistanc~;~ programs.
• Research-the gathering, analysis, and re·
Security Agency is the U.S. Government
porting of substantive data
agency r'esponsible for developing invulnerThe deadline for PQT applications is Novcm·
able communications systems to transmit
ber 15(for.the November 23 test). Pick up a
Your specific academic major is of secondary
and receive vital information. As an NSA
PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office. It
importance. Of far greater importance are
professional, you will be trained to work
contains
full details and the necessary test
your ingenuity, intellectual curiosity and
on programs of national importance in such
registration form. College Relations Branch,
perseverance-plus a desire to apply them in
Campus police Sergeant Ralph
areas as:
National Security Agency, Ft. George G.
assignments where imagination is the essential
V. Holst, 55, died unexpectedly
Meade, Maryland 20755. Attn: M321. An
qualification.
··Language
1
Sla,·ic
and
Fu
Edstcrn
1-used
Sunday, October 20,, of a heart . ·
equal opportunity employer, M/F.
as a basic tool of research into a number of
Salaries arc supplemented by the benefits of
attack.
analytical
fields
Born in Breman, Kansas, Holst
career federal employment.
was a chief warrent officer in the
• l.ibr.u~·/lnlormdtion Science-technical
Advancement and Career DevelopmentUS Army and .retired in. 1957 ,.
NSA promotes from within, and awards
coming to the University of New
Mexico as a physical plant
employee in 1960.
Sgt. Holst made several
hundred friends while working as
an electrician in the plant, and
later in his 13 years of service
(Continued from page 1)
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from page 1)
dealing with ene1·gy resource
development, the leg(~~ problems
of that development, and taxation
structures associated with ·energy.
export,
·
"Whill' we want to know what
our geothermal potential is, we
also should know ivhat New
Mexico's fair share of energy
revenues ought to be if
the potential was developed and
some of the energy was sent
outside the state," Feldman said.

i Robbery

~

~~"

* * *

* * *

•

Feldman said he would also like
to see some of the processing
industries come to •New M!'J<ico.
"Why do we have" to refinl' our
petroleum in' Texas and our
uranium somewhere elsl', I don't
want to see the state get ripped
off," Feldman said.

lr:lvestig·ation

•

PQTcon open a whole new world of opportunity...

L.IP 1£'11\tt:e

Christian Student Ctr. wiU meet
Thurs. at 7 p.m. at the Ctr. The center
is located on Girard at Central
(almost).
Rap Session on Contraception
and/or'Secuallty at Student Health Ctr.
Rm. 220, Tues., 2·4 p.m.

Sergeant
·Holst
Dies

Congressman Manuel Luian will be
on the J!l'ass mall outside Mesa Vista
Hall Oct. 25.
There will be a Serials Department
meeting today at 1 p.m. In Room 41 of
Scholea Hall,

Prof, Georges CasaUs, of the Faculte
do Theoll!la Protestante, Paris, will
lecture on the Copemican Revolution
in Current Theologies today at 7:30
p.m. in the Kiva,

the continental divide
Tonight Oct. 22 Room 147
Woodward Hall 8:00 pm

Intermural and Recreation Checkout
Albuq. Boycott Committee JI'!CCting propoam. JD required. Small fee for
Women's medical ~If help and PAP Wed. at 7:30p.m. at Chicano Studies,> camping equipment. Other equipment
includes tents, snowshoes. Reservations
clinic at Student Health Ctr. Rm. 220
Goodell will read poetry Wed. can be made a week in advance at
Wed., 2·4 p.m. Minimal charges for at Larry
8
p.m.
as
part
of
the
poetry
reading
Carlisle Gym·durinll otrice hours.
PAP Smclll'S. Speculums for sale.
.,ries. In the Kiva.
ASUNM Duplicating Center. MWF
Folksonll Club will meet in Rm,
The LOBO has several opcnlnlls for 11:1&·1'>, TT 9:00·10:45 and
231·D at 7:30 p,m. In the SUB on stare
writers in the news and features 12:30·4:30. SUB Rm. 215 next to
Thurs.
departments. Pay is on a story·bY·story Casa del Sol, XEROX 5c copy; Ditto
PrcsidenUal Appointments basis, but If you're really good and
Committee meets Wed., 6 p.m. in Rm. have time to work a Jot we might be and mimeo 5 c~/2c;
· 230 of SUB,
able to swing a small Jalary.
To apply see George Johnson in
The Democratic Student Workers Marron Hall Room 138. Brine 111mPies
Union wUI meet Wed., 8 p.m. in Rm. ol your writinJ.
231·B of SUB. We are organl~ing to
needed to help operate
improve our conditions alld wages at theVolunteers
ASA
Gallery
located in NW comer
the university. For more Info of SUB. Please contact
Su111n Brown at
765·5765 or 842.0754.
247·8711) or put a note in campus
Kiva Club will meet Wed. 7 p.m. at mail.
International Ctr. Dealine for apps, for
the hip to NJEA conference in
Phoenix II Oct. 23. Kiva Club
ICholauhlp application deadline irOet,
21),

FREE

ANNOUNCEMENT

WORLD

Christian Science Org. Testimony
meeting Thun. 5:45 p,m, Rm. 230 of
SUB. Faculty and Students Welcome.

-iv~'f··

~?:· .::~"

'l'here wUL be a Juniper men's
meeting Tues. 8 p.m. Rm. 230 of SUB.

;'<t

CAMPUS
AFLOAT

Two weeks until the elections.
Young Democrats want everyone to
get involved for the Democratic
candidates. Meet Tues. Rm. 250·B,
SUB 7:30p.m,
Reservations for sPecial rate l!l'oup
nights for Xmas wcation are now
being taken by the Office of Research
and Consumer Affairs In Rm. 248 of
SUB. Flights to NY, Chicago, LA and
San Francisco are open for Dec. 21.
Other flights to Dallas, Denver,
Chicago, and LA are avaUable on Dec.
17, 18 and 19 but not all flights on
each day. ORCA asks others wanting
Canadian flights to call 277·5605.
Delta Sigm~ Pi wUI meet 'rhurs. at
7:30 p,m, in the SUB. ·

.---------.-.
New Mexico
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Ralph Holst
with the campus poliee
department.
He joined the police force in
1961 and watched the eight·man
team grow to 41 men and women
presently employed in the parking
service, campus patrol,
investigation, and warrant
.departments of the police station.
He worked· as an administrator
·for the campus police, and one
officer said, "Sgt. Holst was cocky
sometimes ·but he was one hell of
a ntart. u
He is survived by his wife and
five children.

•

•

how its projected impact on
President Nixon's Project miningsites.
society is the focus of another
Independenl.le, Feldman said he
Another will examine the
project.
doubted it was feasible unless we clwmistry of coal gassification in
Money has also been allocated
ml!de extensive use of the nation's • an attempt to optimize that
to study the geothetmal potential
process,
coal resources.
of the Rio Grande Rift. And there
Of the othe1· projects already
"If we can't bum coal, we can't
is funding for a study of different
be.come energy independent, funded, the largest allocation,
kinds of heat pipes, a special kind
Pollution control and tight money more than $70,000, will be used
.of insulated pipe that displays
to
build
a
specialized
computer
markets
still
make
it
cheaper
to
Doubts Feasibility
extremely efficient heat transfer
Asked if he thought e11ergy burn oil, even with the price of oil that can simulate a power plant
properties,
that
is
being
dl'iven
by
either
coal,
self11ufficiency for New Mexico or what it is,'' Feldman said.
Money has also been granted
geothel·mal
or
gas,
nuclear,
solar,
The Research Center director
for the United States as a whole·
for
the design of an energy
any
of
a
number
of
other
possible
was possible within the ten year suggested that .soml' kind of tax
energy
sources,
efficient
building which will be
ligure quoted as part of former write·off for pollution control
able
to
operate
off of a number of
. Expects Money
devices similar to the oil depletion
different
energy
sources and
allowance, might well provide the
"The computer which will be
which
will
house
lab.oratories
for
incentive· needed to develop the used to improve powe1· plant
studying
vadous
energy
efficiency and as a model for
country's coal1-esources.'
Last week's armed robbery on the third floor Q~ Hokona
conservit1g techniques.
Coal's new future is at the heart designing new pollution control
dorm is still under hwestigation by campus police. The incident,
Some of these projects may not
of two of the research projects devices has already· attracted
which occurred at 9:30p.m. on October 13, apparently involves·
serve
the general population for
which have ah-eady received considerable interest from private
three male suspel.lts who singled out lllld followErd two
years, but it is Feldman's belief
funding. One project will examine industry. Feldman said he expects
roommates into their room.
that with the e11ergy situation as
New Mexico humate deposits that more money for the project
According to police reports, the two victims were then tied
severe as it is now, none of them
(essentially the oxidized form of will be generated by U1at interest.
up and one shot was fired into a desk. Then, the three robbers
can be ignored.
escaped from the front of the building.
.
Nudear waste management and
coal) for restoration of strip
Cash, credit cards, and a check were among the items taken.
Both the victims and the •police refuse to comment on any
UNM Ski Club ls having a
meeting on Oct, 29 M 7:30 p.m. the
aspect of the case.
Theatre, Speaker from Telluride,
The 35th annual WUliam Lowell SUB
film £rom Telluride and door prizes
~
~
Putnam Mathematical Competition wiU from
Telluride and Angel ~'ire.
The UNM Mountaineering Club presents
take place Dee. 7 Undergraduate
students who wish to enter this
A eolloqulm on "Galois Logic
I
international competition should Design"
Wilderness Traveler
wiD be held Thurs., Oct. 24 at
rc gistcr in Room 426, Humanities 3:30 p.m.
in the Computing Center,
Building, on or before Oct, 25.
The story of a trek along
Room 142.
(Contin~Jed
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BEF Gives. U. Energy Research Money

No. 42

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Elditorial Phone (505) 2'17·
4102, 2'1'1·4202

I I

Th~ New Mexieo DailY Lobo is pn!J.
llohM Mondey through FridaY every
regulat week of. the UrtiVersity -y~r
and weekly during the summer Bms1on
bY tbe Bo•rd of Student Pub!icatlons ~t
the Univetsity of: New Ne:1ueo, and JS
not flnaneiallY assoeiated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquer•
que, New Mexico 87181. SJ1bscrlption
rate is $10.00 for the acadenne year. ~•·
The opinions ~xpressed on the eul..
torial pages of The DailY Lo~ are
thooe Of , the author solely. Uns,gn!!d
opinion is that of the editorial boa!d
M The DailY Lobo. Nothinll' printed 1n
The Dally Lobo nec..oarily repr..enta
the views of the Univeroity of New
Mexico. ·

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your class·
room and the world your
campus , .. comb.ining a~·
credited studies w1th fasCI·
nating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
and the Americas, over
10,000 students from 450 .
colleges have already sailed
with WCA -· join them! Fi·
nancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.
WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666

UNM Bookstore will close
at the end of business 5:00
p.m. October. 21, in. the present location in the SUB. The
store will re-open in the new
building at the begin11ing of
business ·a:OO a.m. October
3·0. New Location is on Yale,
directly South of Ortega Hall .
We are· sorry for the incon•
caused during
the
ven1ence
.
time it is necessary to be
closed for business.

unm

bookstor~

..

71' 1Tl 'i"l'tltc•rl't'flf rrcf111 +l'i'l'i'l •r 1i' c•;• 1i' 1T1T ~·,•c•;•rrr;• rnt'l'r 1'M t liTr 11 1T ••r •
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Daily Lobo

Perspective
•

Letters .
Editorials
Opinions

•

Fifth Colu•n
.
. Movies as Prototypes

'oppressed 'working masses who must pay the price
In the last few years, we have been subjected to a
of capitalist exploitation. In every crisis period of
·deluge of second-rate' films promoting radical
capitalist development, the middle-class faces
deterioration and extinction. With increasing
individualism. This of course is nothing new in US
culture. But his motif has been intensified in such
economic turmoil, either one enjoys the insulation
films as ''Walking Tall," "Billy Jack," "Mr.
of monopolistic security or one confronts the very
Majestyk," "Serpico," and most recently, "Death
real possibility of economic .privation. Today the
Wish." Invariably, the plots of these· films center
middle-class faces such a situation.
around the responses ofthe middle·class individual
The middle-class, gored on the horns of its own
to his social and political impotence.
dilemma, maintains the ideology of individualism
Take, for instance, the most recent film of this
while also being socially and politically impotent.
crop, "Death Wish," Briefly, the plot centers around . They support the very system which contributes to
a middle-class individual's response to the murder of
their remise. This can be easily ·seen in the above
his wife and rape of his daughter by a gang of
mentioned films. "Walking Tall," "Billy Jack," "Mr.
Majestyk," and "Death Wish" are all ideological
hoodlums. The principle contradiction upon which
reflections of the middle-class position. These are
this film focuses is the forces of decency against the
good, solid, moral men doing their best, obeying the
. criminal element. The protagonist is a middle-class
law, working hard, and fully trusting the system to
professional,. former conscientious objector, a
reward them for their efforts. Frustrated, these men
liberal, and a respected citizen. He is confronted
are turned into proto·facist heroes, These films
with an inefficient and corrupt legal system which
enable individuals who, relying only upon their own
allows criminals to run amok while on probation
resources, seek to remedy the social ills of our age
and allows their nefarious acts to go unpunished
which
have forced them into their lonely,
most of the time. Without the aid of good cops a Ia
misunderstood, beleaguered role. Rather than
"Serpico" and strong judges in the Roy Bean-Julius
comprehending the class character of capitalist
Hoffman tradition, our hero takes it upon himself
society, these heroes and these films perpetuate false
to see that justice is done. And justice is done! It is
consciousness and bourgeois mystification.
meted out with the ferocity of an Old Testament
The principle contradiction within monopoly
king.
capitalist
society is not between the forces of good
What is the significance of this film beyond the
and evil, decency and hooliganism, Charles Bronson
fact that it is filling the pockets of a few Hollywood
virtuosi who, it must be admitted are attuned to the and knife-welding junkies. But it' is between
oppressors and oppressed, a contradiction produced
needs of a beleaguered middle-class? Why is it
by a system based upon exploitation and
audiences shout hysteric approval of these
deprivation. These films come close the cultish
middle-class heroes and their petit bourgeois
worship
of the abstact individual torn from the
derring·do? We suggest that these films all reveal the
context of his social existence.
middle-class' incomprehension of social reality.
We communists believe, of course, that·
Rather than bemoaning a legal system which
allegedly pampers the criminal element and lets the
individuals should protect themselves from crime.
middle-class go unprotected, we sugge.st that the
We, however, do not believe that one man vigilante
squads are the cure for our ills. In fact, crime is the
legal system is primarily concerned with protecting
bourgeois property, i.e., monopoly capital.
essence of monopoly capital. For what could be
The middle-class occupies a precarious position in
more crimil)al than a social system which demands
capitalist society. This class is caught between the
that we men and women prostifute ourselves to
aristocrats of monopoly capital who are determined
Capital. Rather than submit, let us protect ourselves
to maintain their position· and the econo'mic system
by abolishing monopoly capital,
Marxist Workers Collective
which reproduces the social structure and the

'

Pres. Ford's Plea Is A·· Laugh
Editor:
Most of us have probably read
President Ford's speech to the
American public, Ford's ideas are novat
but unrealistic, They are unrealistic in
that he makes an appeal to Americans
to conserve energy by carpooling,
bicycti·ng, walking, or anv other means.
This ultra·idealistic plea amuses me
greatly; because I have reason·· to
believe that the American public can,
but witt not try to conserve. The
reason is that we live in an affluent
society that has spoiled each and every
one of us. Americans are the most
wasteful creatures that every walked
the surface of this planet. We always
had much and we always wasted much.
As each one of us hopefully should be
realizing, our way of life cannot and
witlnot continue. We are in for a rude
awakening.
Unfortunately President Ford is

idealizing the situation, I believe that seeking fellow carpoolers. But t had it
human nature is such that p.eople tend all figured out and I was not in the
not to change until change is necessary least disappointed when I did not get
for surviviat, We reason, "Why put one call. So here I sit in my car, alone,
ourselves out now to avoid a situation following my neighbors ten miles down
from occurring in the future." Humans the freeway to UNM.
do not took to the future nor do we
All of this leads me to conclude that
plan for the future.
_people are not interested in conserving
As a young student the future is gas. They wilt only be interested in
mine to manipulate. Because of this I conserving when the time comes when
am concerned. Because I am concerned conservation is necessary for survival,.
I wanted to do something. So I decided
By survival I mean having enough heat
that I was tired of fighting the traffic at night so that you don't freeze or
everyday going to UNM, tired of having enough money left over (after
paying high prices for gasoline, and buying a tankful of gas) to put food on
honestly wanted to have the the table, I find it most distressing
self-satisfaction knowing that I was when the younger members of our
conserving energy and not being society have no interest in a cause like
wasteful as usuaL t then decided to tty this. This is what I have observed. I
to form a carpool to UNM, that being sincerely hope I am wrong in my
the only obvious solution. To me it conclusions.
sounded like a perfect idea to a
Neal LaFon
Problem so t ran an ad in the LOBO
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·The ·self-Satisfying
.
Libidinal Displays
'

By TITO KARLSON
'
The reason I'm writing this is because I've bee'n very perturbed
by the action of our (UNM's) so called ASUNM Government
Senator~ (a few of them), Vice-President, and especially the
President.
There are two perturbing actions which I wish to discuss: the
Rape ·Crisis Center and Juniper; both can easily be summed up
together because both of them are considering the impingement on
the rights of individuals.
How can our Senators (basically those who are· on an ego
satisfaction trip), Vice-President, and President be allowed, by
th~fr peers (the rest of the student body}, to make such a
I?lundering monstrosity of a decisiol) on human rights? That is with
no real authority or knowledge of human life!
It is my opinion that the decision by the President of ASUNM
to veto the Rape Crisis Center and Juniper ·funding was very
childish, immature, and a self-satisfying libidinal display of
power. If .the President of ASUNM, who is supposed to be the
President of the Associated Students of UNM, can control the
destiny of a few individuals without really . caring what
repercussions come about he should not be allowed to retain the
office of President; that also goes for the Vice-President and any
Senator.
·
The Rape Crisis Center and Juniper, are assuredly only going to
be used by a minority of the students on campus but isn't it that
way for just about everything else that is either sponsored or
funded by the ASUNM Government? Why should the rights of a
few be impinged upon just because they are a little different from
the rest of the school population? In fact, they are not really·
different from the rest of the school population! We are all
different from one another, each of us having our own individual
needs, goals, etc.; in that case I feel that both Juniper and the
Rape Crisis Center should be funded by ASUNM because there
are individuals who will be able to use these facilities and benefit
from their services (for mental health purposes {which for those
who do not understand that does not mean that you have to be
crazy either to use this type of s~rvice) as well as other needs
which could arise).
Who can judge another individual unless he is in the same shoes or
body of that person? President Gonzales can you tell me how you
can do this and still say, and sincerely feel, that you are a part of
the UNM University population? And most of all, how can you
say you are a human being, an individual, if you feel you have the
sincere right to judge an individual without being in his position?
The same two questions can be posed to Vice-President Gomez
and the Senators of ASUNM'who voted against these two bills
and stood by President Gonzales like PUPPETS after the veto of
both bills! Do a':IY of you have the right to judge what is needed
or not for another individual human being's life? If you answered
yes to that last question, I sincerely hope you can: 1.) sleep at
night comfortably; and 2.) fell as though you are God because
you're sure acting like it without any given right from the rest of
us!
The rights. of a few individuals have b~en violated just because
some "FOOL" President and Cabinet have decided that these
individuals are not "Normal." But "Normal" to whose standards
of life? :rhose of the "President and Cabinet" and not of the
individual's in question. I sincerely hope that the ASUNM staff of
experts on individualism and life reads this because they surely
need to remove the cobwebs from their so called "brains" and
grow up a little in the ways of life.
Remember someday either you, one of your family, or a friend
may need these services and then when you need thel)'l, they may
or may not be there. If they aren't there then what will you do?
Think about it!!
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Nixon: ~save The Plan'

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Richard M. Nixon told
John N. Mitchell in the spring of last year "to
stonewall it .. ,. coverup or anything else" to save his
administration from the Watergate scandal, according
to taped testimony played in court Monday.
. The f9rmer President's voice came through clearly
on the fifth White House tape played at the cover-up
trial of Mitchell and four other Nixon aides accused
of conspiracy in the plot.
"I don't give a -~ what happens," Nixon told
Mitchell toward the end of a March 22, 1973, meeting
at his hideaway office in the executive office buil9ing .
"I want you all to stonewall it. Let them plead the
5th Ammendment, cover up or anything else. If it's
save it-save the plan, that's the whole point."
· Defense lawyers objected to the Nixon-Mitchell
discussion being introduced as evidence since former
White House Counsel John W. Dean Ill-on the
witness stand at the time-was not present for that
part of the· meeting. But_ U.S. District Judge John
Sirica overruled the objections and ordered the tape
be played.
"We're going to protect out people if we can,"
Nixon told Mitchell.
The meeting was the last of a series of March·21-22
of last year as the Watergate cover-up began to
unravel and the President and his men strove to stem
the tide.
Key White House aides John D. Ehrlichman and
H. R. Haldeman-also on trial for the cover-up-were
also present at the session with Nixon, Mitchell and
Dean. They were leaning toward issuing a report
absolving the White House of any complicity but

Dean was advocating a fuller disclosure of the facts, ·
"You think. you think we want to, want to go this
route now?" Nixon asked,
"And the- let it hang out, so to speak?"
''Well, it's, it really isn't that," Dean started to
reply.
"It's a limited hang out," Haldeman broke in.
"It's a limited hang out," Dean agreed .
"It's a modified limited hang out," Ehrlichman
said.
.
.
"Well," said Nixon, "it's only the question of the
thing hanging out publically or privately."
"What it's doing, Mr. President, is getting you up
above and away from it," said Dean. "And that's the
most important thing."
Just before Dean left the meeting, Nixon spoke
highly of him to Mitchell, saying his young counsel
had "carried a very, very heavy load."
·•J ohn Dean ... put the fires out. Almost got the
damned thing down til past the election and so forth,"
he said. "We all know what it is. Embarrassing
goddamned thing, the way it went and so forth. But,
in my view, uh, some of it will come out; we will
survive it. That's the way it is. That's the way you've
got to look at it."
"We were within a few miles months ago, but, uh,
we're, . , ."Dean said.
"The point is, get the goddamned thing over with,"
Nixon said.
.
Earlier in the tape, Nixon rejected a suggestion that
Mitchell issue an investigative report absolving the
1972 Nixon campaign of complicity in the bugging
scandal.

~~~~~Letters

A Dangerous Conclusion
Editor:
I would like to respond to Mr.
Christopher Jones' letter or opinion in
the Oct. 21 issue oi the LOBO.
· In the last part of his opinion Mr.
Jones presents the premise that "no
article be published if it presents
offense on the basis of sex, race, creed
or sexual tendencies."
The ultimate conclusion one can

draw from his premise is that no article
or opinion should be published if Mr.
Jones disagrees with it. This is
irregardtess of whether the opinion is
right or wrong, moral or political
depending on Mr. 'Jones agreement
with it.
I would like to point out that Mr.
Jones conclusion is just as dangerous as
his opinion on the publication of an

Craziness
hope for he or she,

Editor:
There seems to be this crazy
prejudice in our society against
someone who sees a psychiatrist when
he or she is having emotional problems,
whether they be related to drugs,
' family relations, or whatever.
Our society has reached the pomt, in
the minds of many, that once someone
is thought to be crazy, that there ig no

Our society sometimes tends to
forget that every person in this co'untry
wilt at some time encounter a severe
mental crisis.
Until the time comes when people
with mental or emotional problems can
feel secure in seeking aid, our society
will only harm rather than help them.
George M. Coston

article that offends som~one.
Mr. Jones in his own way asks for a
form of censorship.
I am neither for nor against Juniper
and I am not gay, but I do take offense
at Mr. Jones' opinion on what goes in
the paper. This too is a violation of
freedom to those students who write
opinions or letters.
I witt follow Mr. Jones logic and his
premise to his type of conclusion.
Since to me his opinion is offensive t
feel his opinion should not have been
published.
See how your logic works Mr.
Jones?
But luckily your logic is not
fotl owed and your opinion was
published. One of the avenues of your
freedom was not ~lola ted.
· Orlando Medina

World

'•

News
By United Press International

Whiskey Not In View
WASHINGTON-The Supreme Court Monday let stand a
lower court ruling that a warrant is needed to search a truck that·
smells of whiskey.
·
•
The standard for a warrentless search is whether the incrim·
inating evidence is in "plain view" of a Jaw officer. The 4th U ,S .
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the odor of whiskey does not
make the liquor itself in plain view and that a warrant was
needed to search the truck.
The appeals court overturned the conviction of William G,
Bradshaw. who was charged with making moonshine in the
Dirty Ankle section of Cleveland County,. N.C. .
· The arresting agents smelled liquor around the truck and
searched it without a warrant. They found 144 one-gallon jugs of
moonshine.
The government claimed in papers submitted to the Supreme
Court that the liquor smell was the same as being in plain view.

Kuwait To Buy US Jets·
WASHINGTON-Kuwait is exl'ectei to order 36 McDonnell
Douglas A4 attack jets from the Defense Department and the
United States plans to train Kuwaiti pilots to fty the planes,
Aviation Week magazine said Monday.
The Pentagon refused to comment on the story, but informed
sources indicated it was accurate.
Aviation Week said the Kuwaiti government has appropriated
$200 million for the aircraft, including spares, support and
training. It said the Pentagon plans to send a team to tbe Persian
Gulf country late this month to get the sale underway.

Abortion Ruling Stands
WASHINGTON-Following up its controversial. 1973 decision. the Supreme Court Monday left standing a lower court
order requiring public hospitals to allow abortions.
The court also agreed to decide whether a patient in a state
mental hospital has a constitutional right to treatment if he was
committed involuntarily in civil proceedings.
.

Antifreeze Sale 'Riot'
FALL RIVER, Mass.-Several persons were injured Monday
at a sale of antifreeze at a local department store.
The Zayre Department Store liad been advertising a sale on
antifreeze at $3.99 per gallon. When the store opened its doors at
9 a.m. employees got a little more than they had bargained for.
A crowd estimated at over 1,000 rushed into the store. In less
than one hour the entire stock of more than 1,400 gallons had
been sold out.
The general manager of the automotive section was struck in
the heaCI with a box. He suffered lacerations over one eye.
. Several other persons were injured when they were knocked to
the ftoor and trampled over by the crowd.

-----------------Column-----------------

StOCkbrokerS: No More Broken Windows
BY NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
WALL STREET(KFS)-Walking around
here looking at the "for I'Cnt" signs,
listening to the waiters in the restaurants
describe what it used to be like when
business was good, it occurs to on\! that
this time the stockbrokers can't throw
themselves out their office windows. The
fenestration of air-conditioned glass,
cement and steel prevents the bankrupt
from destroying himself by that met.hod.
The pharaohs of finance must perish in the
50-story high sarcophagi. They1l be
mummified a1; death found them, looking
at their desk computer-display screens when
the market gave mM its lumps, too.
"Don't Sell America Short-Be a Bull,
Not a Bear," a sticker on a broker's office
door exhorts anybody who's left with
some cash in his pocket. But at lunch a
colleague asks, "Have you noticed that
people are settil:lg their houses in order,
that they're settlil:lg their human relations?
You know, getting their affairs in order?''
. America writes ou.t her will.
The apprehensive feeling cthat the stroke
from the sky is coming, and soon now, can
be picked up all over the country, but
nowhere is it stronger than on Wall Street.
The topic of conversation is no longer
about how you make money; all
concentration is centered on how you can
keep what you have if you still have any to
keep,
Of course, there are many looking for
the money market's equivalent of the
sailor's landfall-" the major bottom,'' the
low poitt t on the graphs and charts from

which the V starts up again. A few analysts
like Tom Hoi t, who is respected
because be has a record of having his
predictions come true, see tlte possibility of
a rally, "But it will only last three to six
months," Holt thinks. "It will be instigated
by the Wall Street financiers and the banks
with Federal Reserve money pushed on
them."

The Final Hosing
tr it happens, this will be the small
investor's third and last hosing. Twice
before in recent years they've had a job
done on them, then they were sold "the

go-go stocks" and the "glamorous nifty got ofte that works, their combined
iifties," but they may have a little money
weight,! drop you like a shot anyhow."
left to be euchred out of by being tol!l
Confidence is Gone
"now is the lime to buy, at these pric.es
There is no confidence left. E:very time
stocks are t.he greatest bargain around," President Ford does something like
and then blip.
unilaterally intervene to stop a grain sale to
Some people on the street even doubt Russ!a or read let!,ers from voters saying
tbcrecan be a last lunge upwards. They think the way to conserve fuel is to cutdown the
the fi.nal fling is· already taking place on the time you keep your back door open to put
commodity market, where ilicy sell your cat out, the sense of a government
the grain and cattle futures .. For them the that vacillates between the irrational ahd
question is survival-where do you hide and the frivolous is increased. As another Wall
how to you hide? Certificates of deposit in Streeter put it, "I looked into the tunnel to
the safe, major banks? The news see if there was a light at the otlu!r end.
that the Roekefellers' mighty Chase Therewas,butit'sattachedtothefrontof
Manhattan is having trouble counting up an onrushing locomotive .• ,,President
bonds has stimulated the suspicion that if Ford's keeping the same economic advisers
somebody could open up the bank vaults that have been running the show all these
of America, all they'd find inside are years is like taking the pilot off the Titanic
bundles of old Action Comics.
and letting him steer the Carpathia,"
Not that everyone on the Street is broke
There were so many rumors and stories
going around. The o11e about how there and unhappy. In one office at least (name
was no gold left In Fort Knox got so withheld o 1t of 'deference to businessnen's
prevalent they had to open the safe and skittishness about publicity), they're
show the television cameras the piles of making money and jokes. The men there
bullion. Now U1e whispers are that the are so unimpressed about the barrels of
Treasury Department has secretly designed eyewash coming out of Washington ol:l the
new cunency, and that ol:le morning we're oil cl'isis and its alleged effect on the
going to read that three of our green economy, they have an Arab burnoose that
dollars will henceforth be worth one new the company funster puts on to entertain
blue one.
the customers. "First they blamed it on
Such tales don't have to be true to make Watergate, then they blamed it on oil.
men wonder if they really ought to be Look, there's so much oil around, the
putting their life accumulations into tankers are cruising around out there like
government securities. "Everybody Wailts taxicabs," he says, pointing out the
to bail out, but they don't trust their 'Window in the general direction of the
parachutes," remarks a broker, "But if you • Staten Island ferry slip and the Atlantic
strap on 100 of them to make sure you've Ocean.
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Bush: Back to
Country Root~·
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By JOHN FELDMAN
...Q~.
No one can sing "There Stands
0
The Glass" better than Johnny
t:j
By TERRY ENGLAND
Bush. This last week Johnny and
e.
his dance band, The Bandeleros,
Johnny Carson said it best not my ratings hold up, Tll look at it ~
apyed another visit to
too long ago: this is a nation of and tell you which program is o
Albuquerque. Johnny brought
fear. Not of H-bombs or muggers good and why you should watch g'
with him a sound that used to be
•
or asphyxiation by pollution, but it.
the major style throughout the
An examination of the ~
of the possibility that our bodies
southwest.
stink, our ho11ses are filthy, and psychological effects of ~
Johnny I;lush 's twin-fiddle, steel
commercials will be researched, <1>.
our cars are not fast enough.
guitar and shuffle beat can be
but only if I can stop buying six ::::;
It's
a
fact
of
life,
friends,
heard on several LP's on RCA
· believe jt, or not: you are. suckers dif fcren t cans of an ti·stain, .~>.:>
records. Aftel" continuing the Bob
anti-wetness, an ti.·,American ,_.
for wl>;d.ever the boob tube tells
Wills and Hank Thompson kind of
~
anti-perspirant.
.
""~
Western Swing, Bush says hc's
yoU.
Some technical info might crop ""
· Psychologists and psychiatrists,
ready for a change, "Not a drastic
historians and theologians, parents up every !>ne in while, like the
change, but I'd like the same
and crackpots all have their saY in title of the column. 525 lines is
freedom Merle Haggard or Glenn
telling us. poor boobs what is how many times the image is
Campbell have. I won't stop doing
wrong with television. We say scanned by the electron gun that
this ('Shuffle beat'), but whether I.
"Yeah, they're probably right," is ·located in the back of the
record differently or not I'd like
picture tube.
and then go back to lapping up
to have the same freedom.
"But," you may say, "what
whatever Mother TV provides for.
"We play everything from Bob
makes you so smart that you can
Wills to Rock on stage ... I don't
us.
How in heaven's name did this tell me about anything?" Good
think any one Jikes to be
question. Actually, if you asked
situation get out of hand?
categorized, but I think if I
that of anybody, you couldn't get
This
is
what
I
will
explore
in
showed up some places without
this column. The potentialities of a coherent answer, Q_ut I. feel I
twin fiddles and steel, ·even
must try.
TV are enormous, and so is the
though l was singing well-they'd
I have nearly twenty years
abuse. The method I will use in
say I sound bad,"said Bush.
experience
in watching television,
examination
will
be
to
take
a
Johnny has been called a
Lorenzo Montoya and Frances Vallejos, pictured above, are doing
a necessary pre-requisite. I am also
,segment·
of
the
medium
and
Country Caruso, but in the many
a polka called "Cerro Prieto." The pair dance with Ballet
cortcerned that if TV is a mirror ·
explore it.
yean; he spent with Ray Price's
UNM,
a
student
chartered
troup
which
is
funded
by
Folklorico
de
of
American society, then
organization as a drummer, he
The segments include
American
society has had it. A
ASUNM.
Besides
performing,
the
troup
holds
dance
classes
every
"never sang a note." "My
examining the corporate structure
little practical experience while
ambition," says Johnny "was to
of both national networks and
Tuesday and Thursday from 6-7:30 p.m. in Carlisle Gym with
play drums with Ray Price." In his
local stations. This will be a good Jearining broadcase jounalism
instruction in both Mexican and Southwestern dances· provided
singing, you can easily pick up the
place as any to. look at the role of helps. And, I read a Jot.
fff!e to UNM students. For more information, call 842·9434.
I feel it is necessary that
Price influence. When people say
the Good Benefactor of
everyone know as much as they
to Johnny, "You sing like Ray
Television, the FCC.
Price used to," Johnny answen;, "I
Another part will be news-how can about the medium. If it is the
appreciate that,. but I don't sing
it is handled and mangled. A message, then it is changing our
that well, I have a much higher
comparison of the three channels Jives. We must Jearn to cope, or
is a good idea as well as a look at we could suffer from not knowing
accountants
and
school
principals,
range and my voice is not as , "The Fantastic Kingdom"
what the message is.
our local Stan;, the anchormen
believing
only
what
they
see.
Edited by David Larkin
For the time being, I allow
0 ther people ignore the and their casts of thousands.
(Ballantine Books/$4,95)
your
TV to regain control of you.
Programming will be next, and if
lectures and explanations and.
*
concoct
whole
worlds
where
By TERRY ENGLAND
r
magic is common and adventure is
The child goes to bed.
During the night the wind more important than math·. Some
blows, causing the rosebush of thes11 people write about
mature as Ray's, it probably never outside the child's window to it-Tolkien, Carroll, Peake,
to you in return 'for time and
"Writing is like religion,"
wiiJ be." While this is genuine scrape the glass. The Moon is full, Anderson. Others paint pictures
writing. Other "freebies"
were
words
noted
scrivener
modesty and truth on Johnny's making shadows on the wall. The of. these places.
await
those willing to join us
George
Horace
Lorimer
once
The
Fantastic
Kingdom
is
a
part, Bush has a tremendous child becomes frightened,
used
to
describe
his
field.
in
our
quest for the
collection
of
pictures
done
for
talent and wide following all his imagining horrible creatures of the
Lorimer
is
dead
now,
but
untenable.
children's'books
of
fairy
tales
and
own.
night are coming to devour little
his spirit lives on.
If you would like to look
Johnny feels .that with the children, The child cries. Father fables. Most were in books
There
are
currently
almost
into
what we have to offer,
published
between
the
years
exception .
Willie Nelson's comes in and tells the child to
ten
people
who
put
together
call
us
at 277·4202 or better
1909-1921.
The
stories
include
original stylings, there are many shut the hell up because there's
the LOBO Arts section you
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Wyo.,Took Poke
At Myer's Knee

400% Increase?
E$te$ Optimistic

By DEL JONES
Mondt. "That's pretty
,S The 32·21 conference win the encouraging. We're planning on
:;.. UNM football team took over him pll).ying Saturday .' 1
:; Wyoming Saturday was one they
The Lobos .play Arizona State
~ had to have but one which may
this week in another do or die
8 have cost them.· Steve Myer contest and they will be two
·~ twisted his knee.
touchdown underdogs even with
~
Although not believed to be · the nation's number one passer,
~ serious, coach Bill Mondt is hllving
To be safe Mondt has moved
freshman Max Hudspeth from out
~
Daily Lobo
of the defensive secondary to
reserve quarterback, behind Bob
Keeran who has played behind
Myer all year.
Neither Keeran nor Hudspeth
has
been in one J?lay as
Myer withdraw from practice
quarterback this year wtth.Myer
until at least Wednesday.
"There was no swelling or going all the way.
"If everything goes right, I'll be
damage to the joint itself," said
back in Saturday," saict Myer who
was an 'unusual sight in street
clothes at the Monday football
practice.
"This is the first time I've ever
had any knee injuries," said the
junior college transfer. "I hurt it
in the third quarter on a play
where I bobbed the ball. I
regained control and ran over
The UNM field hockey team tackle and a defensive player hit
failed in their bid to take a third me on the side of my knee." Myer
straight first place in the Annual gained only three yards on the
Field Hockey Fiesta held on the play.
Myer showed some stiffness in
UNM main campus.
The University of Albuquerque his left leg the rest of the
won the round robin competition Wyoming game but finished. "He
with the Lobos finishing second didn't tell anyone he had been
and the Univen;ity of Arizona hurt until the fourth quarter,"
said Mondt. "Then he told Bill
third.
,
In the high school competition Canty (offensive coordinator)
favorite Santa Fe Prep easily won about the injury. We put a brace
with Sandia High second, and on it."
X•rays were taken after ·the
AI buquerque Academy third.
team
returned to Albuquerque
Other schools playing in the high
school division were Los Alamos, Saturday night and they showed
Sandia School, St. Pius X, and no damage to the joint, and little
swelling had occurred.
Santa Fe prep .number two.

Sports

Lobos Take
Second In
Fiesta Day

Bob Keeran {right) hasn,'t been in
for one play thisyf!ar but may get
his chance this Saturday in the
crucial Arizona State game. Steve
Myer twisted his knee in the
Wyoming contest and won't work
out until Wednesday.

Volleyball
Team Goes
2And 2
The UNM women's volleyball
team finished with a 2·2 record at
the IAIAW volleybJIIl matches
held last Friday and Saturday at
the' University of Northern
Colorado.
The Lobos defeated Colorado
2·1 and Colorado State 2·0 but
(continued on page 8)
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·Audubon
Wildlife
Film

"Small World"

.
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(continued on page 8)
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By JIM POW:ERS
.A suggestion that surplus state funds be used to finance the
proposed 400 per cent increase in the budget for women's athletics at
UNM was advanced last week by Linda Estes, director of women's
athletics,
At the Oct. 1 meeting of the' athletic council Estes submitted a
budget of $250,000 for women's athletics in fiscal year 1975·76.
Athletic Director Lavon McDonald called the request legitimate 1\lld
said the athletic department W9Uld try to meet the budget if funds
could be obtained. 'Yesterday Estes said the ideal solution to the
funding problem would be to get the revenue from surplus
government funds.
"I don't know where the money will come from to meet the budget
I've proposed," said Estes, ''but we have a surplus at the state
government level and I'd like to see it come from there."
The. ~ew M~xico state g?vernment presently has a cash ~urplus of
$77 mllhon avatlable for legtslat!Ve appropriations.
Estes said she agrees with athletic council member R, 0 bert Jespen;en
:-vho said rece~tly (i 1 an inte.rview with the LOBO) he concerned that
mcreased fundmg of athletics by the legilature could injure academic
programs at UNM. However, she said her budget proposal is not
excessive and thatitsbould be funded in its entirety next year.
"~ don't want to cripple any existing programs," Estes said. "I
don t want to see any problem cut-academic or otherwise I'd prefer
that this not happen.
•
"However, in terms of bringing the women's athletic program up to
equality, I should have asked for 1000 per cent increase. There are no
frills in the budget, The request is not padded:_i t 's a bare bone
estimate of what I think women's athletics needs at this time.''
The 197 2 Education Amendments Act prohibits sex discrimination
in all educational programs or activities receiving federal financial
assistance.
The proposed Title IX section of the act would mandate the
institution of athletic programs for female students comparable to
those in existence for men.
·
Among othe~· things, the regulations would require comparable
expenditures in the areas of facilities, scholan;hips work-study
programs, recruiting and team travel.
'
The proposed guidelines issued by the Department of Health
Education and Welfare (HEW) to implement Title IX have not vet
been published in the Federal Register. HEW has asked universities
and colleges to submit r~ommendations on how the guidelines should
be clarified and/or modified. UNM's athletic department has
submitted its recommendations to President Heady and the Office of
Student Affairs is preparing UNM's recommendations for HEW.
Linda Estes said she doesn't want comparable funds for women's
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(continued from page 7)
lost to Wyoming qnd host,
Northern Colorado ·by identical
2·1 scores.
•·
PhylJis Shelton and Colo
"I don't want 50 per cent of the athletic department's budget,"
Somers put on a show with 27
said Estes, "We don't have a single sport that demands as many
players, scholarships, and ~quipment as men's football. I am unwilling spiltes apiece for the Lobos in the
four games. Somers had 18 of her
to let any women's sport get to that point. I have a committment not
' spikes in the loss to Northern
to be excessive; I don't want to wast~ m~ney." .
Colorado for the high UNM one
As for the NCAA's objection, Estes said with a smile, "I don't
game performance. Shelton had
think the NCAA will get any further in opposing Title IX than the 15 in the win over Colorado.
people who opposed integrating little league baseball. Their entire
The Lobos also played a good
campaign against Title IX is just propaganda' of the male athletic defensive game with Shelton
establishment."
getting 8 saves against Colorado.
Against Colorado State Chris
The director of women's athletics has reportedly stated that her
Baca
added two saves to the five
department has re.ceived excellent cooperation from the athletic
she made against Northern
department and the university's adminstration. If the funds she has
Colm·ado, Davidson also had three
requested are not forthcoming, however, · she said an impasse is
saves
against UNC.
inevitable.
·
(Continued from page 7)
athletics at this time. However, she disdains the NCAA's objection to
Title IX's comparable expenditure mandate,

Estes said she is Hfaidy optimistic" that her budget will be funded
completely next year. She said she expects the athletic depat·trncnt to
make a conscientious effort to meet the budget and will not accept
tokenism.
Asked if she would agree to her budget's being funded over a two
or three year period, Estes said, "I'd be willing to ente1· into
reasonable negotiations on that subject."

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: lOt per word per daJ · with a
St.OO per day minimum charee, or 6t
per word per day with a 60t per day

minimum c6arge ''" ads publlahed flve
or more consecutive days,
Tenna: Payment must be made In fuJI
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron HaJJ, Room 13Z
or bll tftclil
Cluslfted Advertlalne
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87181

1)

PERSONALS

CREEPY CRAWLEY FEATURE, Audu·
bon Wildlife film, Popejoy. WednesdaY
10/22
7 :30 PM.l HAVE SEEN the future and it doesn't
work, Zardoz.
10/26
PAINTING: INTERIOR- EXTERIOR,
professional quality guaranteed, 843·
0721.
.
10/28
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS, TUESDAY
nitee: 7:30 Canterbury Chapel Library,
426 University NE.
10/22
ONE IS A LONELY NUMBER. We'll
listen, talk, and reason. AGORA, NW
eomer Mesa Vlata, 277-3013.
10/26
COAST GUARD . OFFICER Candidate
School deadline i!J 1 November 1974. For
more information contact your local
Coast Guard Recruiting Offiec-Phone
(605) 766-2904.
10/31
ARICA OFFERS experienclal per11onal
growth techniques combining Ea!!tem
tradition & Westem psychology, Free
demonstration Thursday Oct. 24, 7 :30
PM, International Center, 1808 Los
Lomas, UNM campus. 40 day Trade-In
in Santa Fe, Nov. 4 to Dec. 13, Contact
Ariea, 305 Vera Dr., Santa Fe, 87501.
988·2781.
10/24
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP! You
have friends who care at Blrthrlcht.
247·9819.
tfn

-

-

2) . LOST & FOUND
FOUND: NECKLACE em West Side ot
track behind Johnson Gym, Call 277·
3672.
10/28
LOST: SAMOYED, scarred nose, lame, 46
lbs, name Laika. 293-7625 Reward.
10/28
FOUND: GffiL'S silver ring at Computer
Center. Contact Barbara 277-4646. 10/28
FOUND: UNM ID Card, Deborah Jean
Davidson, 277•3683.
10/23
FOUND: MAN'S SWEATER, 102 Mitch·
ell HaJJ. Identify & Claim, rm 132 Marron Hall.
10/22

3)

SERVICES

TYPING,.PROFESSIONAL .and accurate
on IBM selectric. Symbols available.
346-'7077.
11/1
CLASSICAL GUlTAR INSTRUCTION.
UNM guitar major. Student of Hectot
Garcia. 265·2596.
10/24
PASSPORT,. IDENTIFICATION photos.
LowMt. prlees In town, fast, pleasing,
Near UNM. Can 26&·2U.t or ec~me to
1717 Girard N.E.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon•
ribbon. Guaranteed aecuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298-7147.
10/16
EXPERIENCED TYPlST. Manuscripts,
papers, thesis, etc. Very reasonable
rates, 345-3288.
10/18

4)

FOR RENT

SLEEPING ROOM - kitchen privileges
(everything !urnlahed), 3 'blocks to
UNM (female only) Call: 242·4489.
10/29

4)

FOR RENT

FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 2 block
UNM, Deluxe apartment l·bdrm, $166
month includes utilities, 301 Harvard
SE. 266·6348.
10/28
ROOMMATE NEEDED (prefer female)
to share 2·bedroom apt., rent $80, 612
Quincy, Apt, E NE, Mary, 265·6288
after !l PM.
10/25
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartment.. One, two, and three roome.
Veey clean, near UnlvenltJ and north
wa~t, 242·7814, 247·1006, 2o&2·1871.
Un

5)

FOR SALE

~

~ESTE~:rtJ
:rtJXGr~T

Senate Fjnance Committee will meet
in Rm. 231 of the SUB on Thurs. at
12:>!5 p.m.

at the WEDNESDAY NIGHT DANCES
featuring

There will be a meeting of Mortar
Board Tues. at 8 p.m. at Pi Beta Phi
House, 1701 Mesa Vista Rd. NE.

ftltlfFI.I\ UftpA A.

5)· FOR SALE
OLD MIRAGES 1968 throqh 1970. $1.00
. each, room 132, Marron·Ha11.
· tfn
BACKPACKERS - Come lupect New
Mexico's most complete 1electlon of
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SI'ORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 261·8118.
20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60•. 441 W)'oming NE, 265·6987.
10/23
PADDLEBALL SPECIAL I Until Oct. 31
receive two free paddleballs with pur·
chase of new racquet !rom $!3.96 to
$19.95. The Bike Shop SE, 842·9100.
Un
BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gitane and
other fine European Blcyclee. Over 100
in stock, $75 to 1600. WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PL SE,
four blocks from UNM. 8o&3·9378. tfn
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29.96, com•
plete s:vsteme, $69.96, beaten, $27.60. ·
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. Ac:rou
from ArbJM. 268·8466.
Un
OLD MffiAGES, some 20 )'ean old. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
tfn

1972 DATSUN 240-Z, green w/white
vinyl top, decor, mirrors, exhaust head·
era under 10,000 miles. Excellent condl·
tlon, 266·4714 or 265-2678. Ask for Dec
Dee.
. 10/28
HIKING JftioTS-women's. size 7%, excellent condition, $10. GE Portable
stereo-plastic. but works, $15, 3716
.Campus Blvd NE.
10/28
'69 VW, AM & FM, best oft'er, also, 1970
Ford LTD, call 268·3638,
10/28
7) M'SCELLANEOUS
DIAMOND WEDDING BAND, Engagement ring set, $150. 293·2666.
10/28
CASH FOR CASSETTE reorders, stereOB,
portable TVs, cameral!. lena, slide proSKI TOURING & BACKPACKING eauiP·
;iectora, ~una, bikes, etc. Buy, sell, trade,
ment from the professionals at the Trail
pawn, Gunrunner .Pawn, 3107 Central
Hous-Sales, rental!!, service. and clinics.
NE.
10/23
Since 1967, New Mexico's leading ski
touring centr-Trail Haus, 1931 San · RIDER WANTED, share gas cost to New
Mateo SE. 266-9190.
10/24
York. Leaving 11/1, 277-6238.
10/28
1971 HONDA CD 360, custom forks,
WANTED - LADY POOL PLAYERS
handlebars, crll!lh·bars, sissy-bar .and
every Thursday nite at Rosa's. 10/23
seat. Dual lights. Excellent condition,
SIAMESE and BLACK Kittens, FREE I
$550, 345-2409 or 294·2666.
10/2o&
Can't" keep them; can't kill them. 873·
METAL OFFICE DESK, GOOD SHAPE,
2617.
10/22
$40 delivered. CaU 898-9011.
10/23
1957 CHEVY STANDARD, 4-door, hard·
top, call 344·2663 atCer 5 :00.
10/22
IF YOU'RE THINKING of buying a bi·
cycle for Christmns, to fight inftation or
to usc next year, now is the time. Our
Winter prices arc in eft'ect and we have
a nice selection, The Bike Shop, 823
tfn
Yale SE, 842·9100.
PADDLEBALL PLAYERS l Put a little
sting in that kill shot with a new rae·
quet from The Bike Sholl. 823 Yale SE,
ttn
842·9100.
CUSTOM GOLD wedding 1: dinner rinll!
by Charlie Romero, 268·3896,
12/6
EXOTIC BEADS !rom around the world.
Turquoise & silver jewelry. The Dead
Shaman. Old Town.
tfn
COMPONENT STEREO-AM/FM, stereo
receiver with built-in turntable S·traek
player and 2 sets of speakers, $126,
293-4306.
10/26
SLEEPING BAG. Pioneer brand, 2 lb
down, retail $76, se11 $35. Very good
condition, .Leon 265·6288.
10/26
LOVELY LONG NEW FALL knits-only
$18. Better name brands at Albuquer·
(!Ue's newest f!Uihion center, "Twiggy's,'!
4215 Menaul NE ·(Next to Albuquerque
10/25
Tire) 255·8591.
EUROPEAN HEALTH SPA membership
for sale. $9.00 per month. 86!1-2942.
10/25

~~~~~~~~~~

Two George Harrison Tickets
And Two Leo Kottke Tickets to be
given away. FREE.

in conjunction with
ASUNM DAY. Oct. 23.99¢
SUB Ballroom, 8-12 pm

20th Century F'ox Presents

SEAN CONNERY
w~~'&~~c~ JOHN BOORMAN
Starts Friday

$300,000.00
Belongs to You

Find Out Where Your

.

M9NEY Goes

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1974
ll :00 Open forum on mall with ASUNM President
12:00 Booths on mall
Ask where your money goe·s
2:00 ASYNM meeting in
·
SUB Ballroom
SUB Renovation open forum
in Casa del Sol

KUNM OPEN HOUSE

ASA GALLERY EXHIBITION
with ~WAMPP±~m I

8 PM Dance
99¢ SUB Ballroom by PEC

